
Minutes of the Somer Valley Cycling Club Committee Meeting  

07/09/2015 

Radstock Hotel 

Present; 

Chairman  Rob Weeks 
Secretary  Elaine Riddle 
Treasurer  Keith Evans 
Club Captain  Mat Creed 
Membership/Time trial Secretary Not attended 
Social Rides Secretary  Terry Hodkinson 
Webster  James Weeks 
Committee Members  Dave Whittington, Drew Buck, Eugene 

Kertzman, Marc Riddle, Nic Meadows,  Nick 
Cross, Tony Penton, & Victoria Ratcliffe 

 
Apologies: Guy Worsdall, Nick Creed & Bob Latchem  
 
The minutes from the last meeting were agreed. 

 

Chairman’s Report;  
I would just like to say as we come to an end of another season of time trialling a huge 

thanks to all the organisers/volunteers and general helpers that have made this another 

success. Many, many thanks for all your hard work and support. Without you we would not 

have been able to continue this week in and week out. 

 
Secretary’s Report; 
From the last month the Secretary has no report to make. 

 

Treasurer’s Report; 
Keith reported that unfortunately our bank account has been the subject of a few scams 

over the last couple of months, with money being taken from different ‘insurance 

companies’ as well as unknown businesses. The total of the money withdrawn so far has 

exceeded £400.00. 

Keith has spoken to NatWest on more than one occasion, and all the monies paid out 

through fraudulent activity have been repaid immediately. However there seems to be 

some continuing matters regarding this, and NatWest have assured Keith that they are on to 

it. Keith in the meantime will keep his eye on every bit of activity regarding debits from the 

account. The committee asked for an update next month regarding this. 
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Meanwhile, with everything now being as it should be, Keith confirmed that the current 

balance of both accounts sits at £9,863. This was accepted by the committee. 

 

Membership/Time Trial Report; 
In Bob’s absence, Elaine read out the details that had been given to her before he went 

away; 

We are currently up to 98 members. Any prospective members for the remaining year will 

be given the option to wait until October, when they can then join and have October, 

November and December for free. This is because any membership taken after 01/10/2015 

will not expire until 31/12/2016. 

Bob will shortly be sending off the forms for our open event for next year. This is because 

many clubs pick dates in the summer, and we would like 25/06/2016. If this is not possible, 

our next choice would be 11/06/2016. 

Bob has asked that it be brought to the committee’s attention that he would like to step 

down from much of the day-to-day managing of both the membership, and the weekly 

summer time trials. He has done these two jobs for quite some time now, and would like to 

spend some of his leisure hours concentrating on different interests. 

The committee, although saddened by the news completely understood the reasons, and 

wished it to be recorded that they fully appreciate all the hard work Bob has done with both 

of these posts. Huge thanks Bob. We know though that you will still be helping out in 

different ways, and continue to support the club as much as possible. 

Leading on from this, Lee Gumm has been approached regarding taking on the position of 

Membership Secretary. This was raised and the committee agreed that if Lee was happy 

with the matter, he could become an automatic committee member until the next AGM 

when he would be required to be voted on officially. 

Lee will be advised of this decision as soon as possible. 

With regards to Bob also stepping down from the summer time trials, it was decided to 

pursue the matter that he had raised about working in conjunction with Frome Cycling Club. 

Andy Henderson had discussed with Bob the possibility of SVCC and Frome combining the 

two weekly time trials into one. This included sharing the responsibility of the whole event, 

as well as both clubs volunteering to help and support the evening. 

The whole committee was in agreement with this, and thought it an excellent idea.  

If any club member is interested in helping out with next year’s time trial, and/or would 

like to be included in discussions to join the two time trials up within the two clubs, then 

please let Rob Weeks (Chair) know as soon as possible. He can be emailed at: 
robweeks.uk@gmail.com 
Finally, Bob would like to stress that as good as the events are that the club run, none of it 

would be possible without the help and support of club members, their families, and 

different volunteers. This goes for all events, not just time trialling. With this in mind, please 

please help the club out when you can. It is a lot easier for 10 people to do one job each, 

than for one person to do 10 jobs! 
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Winter and Summer Series at Odd Down (2015 – 2016); 
Eugene is due to have a meeting regarding this on 18th September. He asked before he 

attended whether the club was happy to continue supporting the race series that were held 

up there. There was total agreement stating that we were happy to provide the help and 

assistance when necessary. The committee asked Eugene to compile a sheet detailing the 

minimum number of people needed, and creating it so that names of people offering to 

help could be entered, thereby ensuring that we have the right positions covered, and the 

number of volunteers known. 

 
Club kit and branding – anything yet? 
In the absence of Nick Creed, there was not much movement on the club kit and branding. 

Victoria has contacted British Cycling, and has been given the guidelines that should be kept 

to in order to ensure that any new design is accepted by BC with as little query as possible. 

It was agreed that once a few designs had been created, they would be narrowed down by 

the committee to about 3. After that they would be put on the website to be chosen by 

members. 

 
SVCC Sunday Ride Survey – the results; 
The results have now been collected, and although they do not show anything too 

discerning, there are points for discussion, such as the start time for the club runs on a 

Sunday during the summer…..some would like it earlier for the ‘social’ club run of 08:00? It 

was agreed that this could be discussed nearer the time, with maybe the thought that there 

could be an 08:30 start next summer, to see how that works. 

The results are attached in both excel format (should those want to filter the results) and 

PDF format. A pie chart of the main questions are also attached for a quick glance. 

 
Web updates – requests? 
Due to work commitments and temporary lack of broadband in the area, unfortunately a 

club newsletter has not been sent out for a while. Victoria confirmed that this matter will 

soon be rectified, with a newsletter being sent out as soon as possible. 

As of this meeting, no requests have recently been sent to James, Victoria or Rob asking for 

things to be put on the website or social pages, to James’ relief! 

 

Any Other Business; 
 
Club race numbers; 

Eugene has looked into this, and with what was agreed at a previous meeting (3 x no’s 1-60 

with our club name in colours orange, yellow and white), the cost will be around £600. This 

costing was agreed by all the committee.  
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The next club sportive; 

Drew confirmed that everything that can be done in relation to this has been done so far. 

This is arranged for Sunday 04/10/2015, and will consist of both a 60 and 100 mile route 

ride. Nearer the time Drew would like people to help out with cake baking and selling, as 

well as other things where needed. Rob very kindly agreed to talk to Lu with regards to 

whether she can help out on the day and/or get her cake baking skills out! 

Club (social) Runs; 

Terry raised to the committee that although he is more than happy to do the next 12 club 

runs for the social riders, he would then be calling it a day after that. Although he enjoys 

doing the rides and leading them, he feels a change of ‘leadership’ would be good for the 

group, and mean that there could be a few more fresh ideas of routes/café stops each 

Sunday. 

Although sad to hear this, the committee understood Terry’s decision, and thanked him 

hugely for all his help and support in the past. He has been the one main stay every Sunday, 

come rain or shine, and has always been there to give someone the encouragement they 

need to get up that ‘one last hill’! 

We’re sure Terry will still be joining us when he takes a step down, but more as a usual rider 

than a leader. In preparation for when Terry steps down, if anyone would like to plan a ride 

for a Sunday morning, or indeed already has a ride in mind, then please let me know by 

emailing me at svccclubsec@gmail.com. There is no worry about where we go, or the route, 

but please bear in mind that we usually like a café stop at about 11:00, with most routes 

being anything between 40-60 miles. 

 

A general plea from the Chair; 

As mentioned earlier, what we would really like from all/any committee members are 

volunteers. As you may notice from these minutes there are a couple of noticeable stalwarts 

that will be shortly taking a back seat from their usual club commitments.  

Rob rounded off the meeting by asking for all members (they do not have to be committee 

members) to help out in different areas of club life.  This could be either up at the Odd 

Down race track (please contact Eugene Kertzman at kertzman@splitsecondtiming.co.uk); 
Time Trials (Rob Weeks at robweeks.uk@gmail.com); Sportives (Drew Buck at 

menditangles1@tiscali.co.uk) or any other aspect of the club life (Elaine Riddle at 

svccclubsec@gmail.com). 
  

 
The meeting was closed at 20:30 

 
Date of next meeting; 05/10/2015 @ 19:30 

 

Please ensure that any points for the agenda and/or apologies are sent to me a week before 

if possible. 
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